FAIRLIE 66

A MODERN CLASSIC BY

FAIRLIE YACHTS
Designed for both cruising and racing, the magnificent Fairlie 66 has a modern underwater profile and carbon rig; creating a fast yacht which is as easy to handle as any on the market today.

When designing the New Fairlie 66, Paul Spooner took inspiration from the yachts of the 1950s. During this era prolific designers such as Sparkman & Stephens, Laurent Giles and Sangermani were making their mark and producing some very elegant deck saloon cruisers.

At 66 feet (20.00 m) her length allows the Fairlie 66 to seamlessly carry a raised saloon and deck house whilst still retaining her classic lines and sheer. The raised deck house gives you protection from the elements and allows you to enjoy the surrounding views in true comfort.
A STUNNING CREATION FROM THE CLASSIC YACHT AUTHORITY

The Fairlie 66 sleeps 6 guests in 3 double cabins. The owners master cabin enjoys an island berth and en-suite bathroom whilst the two aft cabins share a separate bathroom. As you would expect from the leading Classic Yacht authority, Fairlie’s construction, finish and attention to detail is nothing short of exemplary.

For those who wish to customize their iconic British modern classic, our in-house designers are of course on hand to meet your individual needs.
For more information about the Fairlie 66, or any model in the Fairlie Modern Classic Range, please contact Duncan Walker.
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